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Introduction 

 

Indigenous headdresses are worn by leaders who use their sagaciousness and supreme 

rhetorical skills to galvanize collective efforts and ensure mutually beneficial 

relationships with all the communities with whom they are in contact. (Introduction | 

Infinity of Nations). Through an examination of The Karajá ijasò mask & rattles and 

Yup´ik hunting hat that are both part of the opening gallery for ”Infinities of Nations: Art 

and History Collections of the National Museum of the American Indian”, this paper will 

demonstrate how greater epistemological diversity and cross-cultural collaboration may 

shed light on the significance of maintaining these traditions. 

 While the colorful and festive Karajá ijasò mask & rattles (1930–1960) from 

Bananal Island, Tocantins State, Brazil and the austerely elegant Yup´ik hunting hat 

(1870) from the Yukon River in Alaska may appear primitive and enigmatic to non-

Indigenous audiences, they represent spiritual beliefs that are part of complex knowledge 

systems developed over thousands of years of living in the same environments. Leaders 

have the right to wear these types of headdresses if they’ve acquired this knowledge and 

know how to successfully apply it to help their people (Introduction | Infinity of Nations). 

Even though these headdresses were created by artists from drastically different physical 

environments, the Yup’ik and are Karaja are nomadic societies with subsistence 

economies that express their spiritual beliefs through rituals that ensure the health and 

longevity of the earth and its creatures. The rituals associated with these headdresses 

continue to be practiced and have become urgently needed in the face of the current 

social and environmental crises with which these communities struggle.  
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 The Museum of the American Indian was mandated in 1989 to collect and present 

indigenous art and artifacts from the entire Hemisphere: North America, Central 

America, and South America (Latin America Vital To NMAI Mission). Consequently, 

the exhibit contains over seven hundred objects from throughout the hemisphere and was 

assembled by over 40 curators (Sekeres). This exhibition is part of the museum industry’s 

efforts to use their collections to support Indigenous communities’ healing from the loss 

of traditional cultural knowledge and education that was brought about by the Native 

American boarding school system and other attempts and Indigenous colonization and 

genocide (Berlo 28-29).  

 

Karajá ijasò mask & rattles: Animistic Beliefs Are Expressed Creatively 

 

Indigenous cultures’ beliefs in an animating force and personifying principle (spirit) 

existing in all living beings (animals, humans, plants) and natural elements (heavenly 

bodies, land features, water) are expressed through visual and performing arts. 

Subsequently, those who want to represent nature and the power of its spirit are 

“[required] [to] [learn] techniques, attentiveness, and an attitude of profound respect for 

the created world” (Berlo 30-31). 

 The Yup´ik believe in Ellam Yua, the “spirit of the universe/Unseen One [who] 

gave [them] their Yuuyaraq (Way of Life), Alerquun (Rules of Life), and Piciryaraq 

(Truth of Life through the Angallkuq or Shaman/Holy Man). Ellam Yua also “gave life to 

the Yupiit, or ‘the real people of the land,’ as well as to all the animals that live on the 

land and in the water. He was the creator who made everything […] and is everywhere” 

(Ayunerak 93). Similarly, the Karaja believe in Great Tupa, Lord of Life and Nature, who 
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lived on the Sun and created the Universe and all its living beings after marrying his wife, 

the Moon Goddess Arasy (Paraguayan Myths). Great Tupa granted the wish of Arowana, 

the Karajá’s original ancestor, to be turned from a fish into a human on the day he 

became so distraught at the thought of living the rest of his life in the Araguaia River that 

“he flung himself outside of the water.” Since then on “every year during the full moon, 

the Karajás perform the Ritual of the Arowana, providing, through dance and song, a 

fitting tribute to the father of Karajá nation" who was told by Great Tupa that he “[would] 

be a great warrior among men; father of the wisest of the tribes.” (Costa). 

 The Karajá ijasò mask & rattles (1930–1960) represent Arowana during rituals 

held in the dry season (summer). Ijasò is the name for the type of fish that Arowana was, 

which still inhabits the Araguaia River. The mask is made of babassu palm, reed, macaw 

feathers, Amazon parrot feathers, roseate spoonbill feathers, harpy eagle feathers, 

beeswax, and cotton cordage. Long feathery babassu palm leaves are gathered together to 

form the head, bodice, and skirt portion of the mask. A long cylindrical headdress sits 

above the babassu palm leaves and is decorated with blue, brown, red, white, and yellow 

feathers from various birds. A red cross is depicted in the middle of a yellow background 

that had blue rectangles at its edges. This cylindrical portion is topped by three more 

layers of feathers. According to the museum label, this “tall and elaborately decorated 

[…] headdress [and associated set of rattles] are always made in pairs, and represent 

spirits called by shamans to visit the Karajás’ villages. The ijasó join the Karajá in 

[numerous] dancing and singing festivals.” American filmmaker Sam Fuller captured 

footage of a ceremony that used ijasò masks and rattles in 1954 while on a location 

scouting trip for a potential Hollywood film starring John Wayne and Ava Gardner 
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(James). His footage shows pairs of masked men vigorously trotting side-by-side 

backwards, forwards, and in circles while shaking rattles in each hand during a male rite 

of passage ritual (Kaurismäki). Footage from a visit with the Karaja in 1994 also shows 

ijasò masks and rattles used during fertility ceremonies with young women. Two teenage 

women rub their stomachs while dancing back and forth with the masked men as a way to 

ask nature to give them a child (James). The Karajá ijasò mask & rattles are a striking 

example of shamans’ use of visual and dramatic art to display their power beings and 

express how they travel out of their bodies to communicate with the spirit world (Berlo 

33). 

 Performance, specifically dance, is also “at the heart of Yup'ik Eskimo spiritual 

and social life [because] it [is] the bridge between a person's own power and the greater 

powers of the unseen world" (The Drums of Winter (Uksuum Cauyai)). For example, in 

one winter “dance ritual […] called agayuyaraq, which means ”way of requesting," […] 

the dancers were believed to take on the spirits of the animals portrayed by the masks and 

would make the animals' sounds as well as entreat them to offer themselves up to hunters 

in the coming year.” However, unlike the Karaja, the masks used in Yup’ik dance rituals 

were usually destroyed afterwards by being “burned, broken, or left out on the tundra to 

decay”(Weiss). According to one Yup’ik community member, “Taking masks to the 

tundra afterward signified that the prayer of thankfulness was sent to Ellam Yua. It was 

believed that the mask reappears to a purified or chosen person in the future." (Ayunerak 

94). 

 

Yup´ik hunting hat: Subsistence Economies Rely On Interdependent Relations 
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Both headdresses express the importance of sustaining respectful interdependent relations 

between all beings and natural elements so that subsistence economies can succeed. 

However, there is no word in the Yup’ik language for “subsistence.” Instead “hunting, 

fishing and foraging “are [considered] the anchors of Yup’ik life and culture—of 

yuuyaraq” (way of life), which can also be translated as “the way of being a human” 

(Corbett). They believe that following yuuyaraq requires respecting all living things 

because each entity provides sustenance to the others: land provides humans with animal 

meat; water provides humans with meat from sea creatures (fish, seals, whales); bodies of 

water provide drinking sources for all beings, and the lands and bodies of water provide 

fruit and vegetables for all. But “even though Ellam Yua gave to […] people the animals, 

they must still show proper respect to secure them as food” by following certain rules 

governing these relationships. Carefully following the rules and pleasing the animal 

spirits who gave their lives for human consumption would result in increasing food 

sources and additional blessings for hunters. These rules address how to properly care for 

and eat an animal and how to treat weapons after animals are caught. Disrespect of fish 

was prevented by always placing them in a pan before they were carried into homes so as 

to avoid accidentally dropping them. Likewise, water was always poured into the mouths 

of seals when they were brought into villages or homes to quench their thirst and honor 

them as sea creatures. It is believed that “if [a] rule is not followed for [a] particular 

animal, then that food source will either become scarce or disappear entirely, depending 

on the intensity of the violation” (Ayunerak 93-94). 

 According to its museum label, the Yup´ik hunting hat (1870) empowers its 

wearer to “[become] a successful hunter and provide for his people [through] 
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[acknowledging] and [supporting] respectful reciprocal relations” between humans and 

animals.” This sloping cone-shaped wooden hat with ivory and whalebone carvings of 

sea creatures attached to its top in long, curving forms, “[allows] [its] [wearer] to attract 

[...] seals and otters.” As inhabitants of the Arctic, one of the harshest climates on Earth, 

the Yup’ik must do everything in their power to survive. Thus, Yup´ik hunting hat is a 

testament to this community’s resourcefulness and reverence for nature.   

 

Furthermore, this headdress demonstrates how understanding the interdependent 

connections among living things form Indigenous peoples’ unique heritages, which are 

built a upon “knowledge systems that have been developed out of thousands of years of 

living, dreaming, and thinking about their lands, waters, plants, animals, skies, and seas.” 

These knowledge systems explain “the fundamental structures of the cosmos, 

interrelationship of humans and other beings, the nature of spirit and power, and of life 

and death,” which in turn have been used to develop rituals that help “make human 

beings effective in the most critical of activities---hunting, growing crops, creating 

families, working, […] curing diseases, making war, and accomplishing the journey 

through the world to the next” (Berlo 28). 

 

Social and Environmental Crises Prompt Cultural Revitalization 

 

Subsistence economies remain vital for many Indigenous people. Most Yup’ik families 

still acquire over 75% of their food through hunting and fishing (Reitze) and the Karajá’s 

status one of the poorest tribes in Brazil deem it necessary (Indian Cultures: Karaja 

Indians). The Yup’ik and Karajá are low income citizens at this point in time since they 
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have existed outside of the cash-based capitalist economic system throughout most of 

their histories. Therefore, it’s difficult for the Yup’ik to afford the expensive food 

imported from the lower 48 states and Europe. It’s also the reason why the Karajá break 

the laws intended to protect their ancestral lands by allowing illegal harvesting of their 

natural resources by commercial farming, fishing, and ranching entities in Araguaia 

National Park (Borrell). Despite Reitze’s assertion that ”powerful forces are being 

exerted to destroy the subsistence economy of the Yupiks,” which “are largely centered 

in the government-legal infrastructure that leads the way in imposing the general 

American culture on the native way of life,” it is also true that “Alaskan natives no longer 

live in an entirely primitive way.” However, completely adopting Western “values and 

monetary economy […] means destroying a culture that has survived since before 

European civilization even began, a culture based on living in harmony with nature and 

in cooperation with the other members of the community." 

 Rejecting the foundation of their cosmological beliefs by living in disharmony 

with nature produces dire consequences for Indigenous communities. Abandoning 

traditional practices has increased the rates of domestic violence among Yup’ik couples 

due to being “forced into settlements by missionaries and the government” on what was 

“once their summer fishing and hunting grounds.” These entities wanted the Yup’ik to 

abandon their nomadic lifestyles so it could be easier to control them (Weymouth). They 

were also encouraged to live in together as husband and wife (Morrow 347) instead of 

following their traditional winter village system: men and older boys living in a large 

building called a qasgiq and women and children under the age of five years old living in 

smaller surrounding homes. The qasgiq also serves as community center and instructional 
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space where elders shared oral traditions and taught hunting and tool-making (Ayunerak 

95). Furthermore, Yup’ik were restricted from practicing divorce or separation, 

something commonly accepted and initiated by either partner” (Morrow 347). These 

single family dwellings were also “often of poorer quality in that they were less 

adaptively suited to the environmental context.” Consequently, “revitalization of the 

qasgiq as an important” site for activities, ceremonies, interventions, and networking has 

been one way to repair family relationships and address the youth suicide epidemic in 

Yup’ik communities" (Ayunerak 98).  

 Many Yup’ik community leaders are worried that, as more generations participate 

in wage-labor economies, the values that evolved from over thousands of years of 

traditional, subsistence-based economies will be lost. They believe these values should 

still be used to support families and guide young people even though the technologies 

that are now available to hunt, fish, and perform other chores drastically cuts down the 

time and effort previously required. However, elders point out that what has not changed 

is the need for everyone “to work together in order to survive” (Ayunerak 96).     

 Another way that Yup’ik have been fighting back to ensure their survival 

occurred in 2012 when “23 Yup’ik fishermen [...] violated a ban on the fishing of King 

(or Chinook) Salmon [...]  [because] [...] their faith gave them no other choice," lest the 

numbers of King Salmon drop further. Their actions were framed as a First Amendment 

issue: “If Yup’ik people do not fish for King Salmon, [...] [its] spirit will be offended and 

it will not return to the river [...] A Yup’ik fisherman who is a sincere believer in his 

religious role as a steward of nature, believes that he must fulfill his prescribed role to 

maintain this 'collaborative reciprocity' between hunter and game. Completely barring 
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him from the salmon fishery thwarts the practice of a real religious belief. Under Yup’ik 

religious belief, this cycle of interplay between humans and animals helped perpetuate 

the seasons; without the maintaining of that balance, a new year will not follow the old 

one" (Weymouth).  

 In addition to their legal efforts, the Yup’ik and other Alaskan Natives use 

traditional dance to politically assert their right to practice subsistence hunting. When 

politicians in the 1970s raised doubts about the people’s need to hunt, especially with 

modern tools like snowmobiles, motorized boats, and rifles; “leaders [...] found that 

[dance] demonstrations [...] are an important means of representing the ancestral [...] 

nature of their environmental knowledge and subsistence activities” because they 

“convey the message to outsiders that contemporary Yupiget and Iñupiat have traditional 

knowledge and skills” (Ikuta 55). Ikuta explains that since  “Dance movement [...] 

originates in the practice and experience of inhabiting the land in which skills and 

meanings are regenerated in everyday life, (59) traditional indigenous Alaskans draw 

upon their knowledge of hunting to express through “gestures [...] [descriptions] [of] their 

surroundings” and through “stylized mimicry of animal” behavior in specific 

environments. This expresses their belief in interdependence and respect for the animals 

that offered their lives up for the hunt (Ikuta 54-57).    

 Amazonian communities are also performing indigeniety to gain political power. 

McSweeney reports that the population explosion occurring over recent generations, 

along with desires to gain power, education, wealth has made “Amazonian indigenous 

peoples are more mobile than ever." It’s now believed that Amazonia’s population 

increase “[makes] possible the “export” of leaders and youth that has resulted in their 
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professionalization, politicization, and—in many cases—return to homelands” (26). In 

other words, they are engaging in strategic urbanization---moving from rural homelands 

to cities around the world (Lima, Los Angeles, New York, Madrid, Mexico City, and Sao 

Paolo) to be closer to powerful economic, educational, governmental and political 

institutions (14-15). This tactic gained notice in the early 1990s when “an Amazonian 

international indigenous jet set” appeared in the form of numerous community leaders 

attending environmental conferences, with the financial support of international 

conservation organizations, in order to advocate for rainforest concerns on a global scale, 

which is an urgent issue due to its pivotal role in global warming and climate change 

(20). Deforestation combined with the high rates of fossil fuel emissions exacerbates 

climate change since carbon dioxide traps heat in the earth's atmosphere, which produces 

higher temperatures (Amazon Rainforest Losses Impact on Climate Change, Study 

Shows). In addition to raising awareness of the environmental impact of the rainforests’ 

destruction, “Amazonian leaders were effective ambassadors for the emergent pan-

American indigenous movement, particularly as it centered on territorial claims” by 

“leveraging the rhetorical power of their perceived “out-of-placeness” (20). This sense of 

“otherness” is communicated by wearing traditional clothing, body paint, body 

modifications, and tattoos. While religious Europeans see “nakedness” in this type of 

appearance, Indigenous people see the human body as an important site for artistic 

expression in the form of multimedia assemblages (Berlo 34). People have also practiced 

strategic urbanization on a national level by moving to regional or national capitals so 

they can “represent indigenous political positions within seats of state power, [...] access 

the diverse political networks and resources concentrated in cities (government and NGO 
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offices, media outlets, libraries, and archives), [...] [and] maintain alliances “with national 

and international organizations” (McSweeney 19).  

 In contrast to Amazonian urban mobility, Alaskan Natives are being forced to 

leave their homelands as one of America’s first climate change refugees because Alaska 

“is warming faster than anywhere else in America” (Alaska: Where Politics and Climate 

Change Go Hand-in-hand) Rising temperatures that result in erosion, melting permafrost, 

and storm surges are destroying villages, hunting grounds, and paths for the Iditarod race 

(Yardley). Weymouth reports that “according to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, an 

estimated 86% of indigenous villages in Alaska will need to move within the next 50 

years, at a cost of $200 to $500 million per village.” However, the Yup’ik community in 

Newtok, Alaska may see their village destroyed as soon as within five years due to 

flooding from nearby ice melting (Alaska on the Edge: Newtok's Residents Race to Stop 

Village Falling into Sea). Despite this small community of 63 homes deciding to move to 

higher ground, they are facing numerous bureaucratic and legal obstacles in raising the 

money to make it possible. The Army Corps of Engineers estimates Newtok’s relocation 

could cost as much as $130 million, but the community is far off from reaching that goal. 

Despite one leader’s lobbying efforts (Stanley Tom, Newtok's administrator), federal and 

state officials do not view Newtok’s situation as an urgent matter and current legislation 

doesn’t recognize the effects of climate change as a disaster, which would qualify 

Newtok for federal disaster relief funds. State and federal authorities also have a 

“responsibility under the treaty agreements with indigenous Alaskan tribes to guarantee 

the safety and wellbeing of indigenous communities” but there is little hope in enforcing 

those treaties since they have provided little recourse during the history of interactions 
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between indigenous people and settlers (It's Happening Now...The Village Is Sinking). 

Despite this impending catastrophe, people believe the loss of traditions would be more 

devastating. One Newtok resident explains “If they can move the things that are 

important, the language, the culture, the dancing, if they can move the character, they'll 

have been successful. Anyone can move a few houses” (Weymouth). 

 

Conclusion 

 

The Karajá ijasò mask & rattles and Yup´ik hunting hat “represent the right of Native 

peoples to govern and instruct themselves according to their own laws, customs, and 

prophecies” (Introduction | Infinity of Nations). Its wearers successfully applied 

thousands of years of this knowledge to help their communities. Some Westerners have 

recently come to value this knowledge too. According to the United Nations Environment 

Programme’s Convention on Biological Diversity, a multilateral treaty focused on 

curbing human exploitation of natural resources, indigenous knowledge systems are 

essential to achieving environmental sustainability and must be incorporatedx during 

environmental decision-making (Barrett 2). Indigenous knowledge is “holistic, 

[acknowledges] the interconnectedness of physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

aspects of individuals with all living things and with the earth, the star world, and the 

universe” and is comprised of three main sources: 1) traditional knowledge (handed down 

over generations), 2) empirical knowledge (gained through observation), and 3) revealed 

knowledge (transrational intuitions gained through dreams, hunches, visions, and words, 

images, or advice that appear in one’s awareness but originate from a spiritual place) (3-

4). However, indigenous knowledge is a marginalized and often suppressed 
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epistemology. Western intellectual practices privilege critical analysis, empirical 

evidence, and rationality as legitimate sources of knowledge and knowing, while 

dismissing and denigrating animist engagement (insights gained from being in 

communication and relation with nonhuman beings), intuitions (“knowing without 

knowing how you know something”) and other transrational ways of knowing (4-5). 

There are efforts to understand and integrate indigenous knowledge into natural resource 

management but it will be a long and ongoing process to raise awareness of people’s 

knowledge assumptions, blind spots and biases; educate them about the differing 

cosmologies, ethics, and solutions; improve abilities to work with different 

epistemologies and disciplines; identify opportunities to use and support indigenous 

knowledge academically, professionally, and in personal research; develop effective 

collaborations; and monitor progress (6-14).   

 The differences in the Karaja and Yup’ik headdresses’ colors (brights vs. 

neutrals), designs (carving vs. modeling), materials (feathers and leaves vs. animal bones 

and wood), and animals of power (fish vs. seals and whales) proudly signify the unique 

environments its wearers are from. Furthermore, decorating this part of the body is a 

visual celebration of Indigenous knowledge. Given the context of thousands of years of 

genocide and colonization, these headdresses are also a witness to indigenous peoples’ 

resilience and a call for greater epistemological diversity and cross-cultural collaboration 

in order to protect the planet and all its living beings.   
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